
KamalaDevi is currently on a Virtual Tour to promote two new books, this involves

interviews, speaking engagements, podcasts, teleclasses, and webinars. If you’re looking to

schedule KD for your event, contact KaliDas KaliDas@KamalaDevi.com to discuss details

about KD’s availability & fee structure. To help cross-promote, you can download the

presenter package with: Keynote talks, workshop descriptions, speaker bio, host

introduction.

     KamalaDevi McClure is a mystic, muse, and

mentor. (Pronouns: they/them aka KD) As a

pansexual, genderqueer art activist, KD has

authored seven books. They've starred on

Showtime’s reality TV series, Polyamory:

Married & Dating, and been featured on Dr.

Drew, Tyra Banks, and the award-winning

documentary, Sex Magic. After almost 20 years

of teaching tantra, sacred sexuality, and

temple arts around the world, KD currently

lives by the ocean with their husband and son

in San Diego where they are on a virtual book

tour for 2 new books: Sex Shamans and 52

Fridays. More at www.KamalaDevi.com

Sex Magic

A Poly Puja

Be the Beloved

Sex & Creativity

Pansexual Soul Play

Wild Love Laboratory

Boundaries & Consent

Jealousy as a teacher

Liberate Your Love Life

Money as a Tantric Lover

Sacred Snuggle Parties

Polyamory, Free Love & CNM

Erotic Entrepreneur Mastermind

Transforming Trauma with Theater

Gender Bending Expression Forum

How to Write a Book in 90 Days

New Paradigm Parenting & Family

Ecosexuality: Making love to Nature

Unpacking Your Relationship Baggage

Erotic Entrepreneur’s Mini-Mastermind

A Tantric Perspective on the Artist Way

Open Relationship/Polyamory
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PRESENTER TOPICS

BIO

http://kamaladevi.com/
http://www.kamaladevi.com/


KamalaDevi's speaker fee is normally $350

per hour. If this is not possible, they are

happy to negotiate an affiliate percentage

of ticket sales. Or if the fee is not for

profit, we can waive the fee if we feel the

event is value-aligned. 

In order to cross-promote, please provide

a copy of the promotional materials

before our monthly newsletter. Individual

emails or solo newsletters are not sent to

our subscribers. All promotion will be

included in their monthly general

newsletter and social media. 

The event is to be considered shared

intellectual property unless otherwise

specified. Please send a copy of the video

or audio to Kali Das

(kalidas@kamaladevi.com) for use on 

 KamalaDevi's blog, website, and

newsletters as well as social media.

KamalaDevi's standard fee for public

speaking fee is $250 an hour.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS

KaliDas@KamalaDevi.com

www.KamalaDevi.com

Facebook: @blisscoach

Instagram: @kamaladevi

Twitter: @kamaladevi

Youtube: KamalaDevi’s Sacred Sexy Show

CONTACT

PRICING: 

FREE STUFF: 

www.kamaladevi.com/freestufff
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